1997 plymouth voyager fuel filter location

The fuel filter on your Voyager over time clogs up with dirt and rust particles that it filters from
the gas in the tank. You should replace the fuel filter every 30, miles, as part of regularly
scheduled maintenance. On the 97, Plymouth Voyager the fuel filter mounts on the top-side of
the fuel tank. You can do the repair at home, but you should plan to spend at minimum of an
hour doing it. Jump to: navigation , search. Tools Used [ edit ] Tools Relay-puller pliers Socket
wrench set 2 wheel blocks Hydraulic jack 2 jack stands Block of wood Metal catch pan Replace
a Fuel Filter [ edit ] Raise the hood on your Voyager and locate the power distribution center on
the left side of the engine compartment. Remove the cover on the "PDC" and read the label
inside of the cover to determine which of the relays operates the fuel pump. Remove the fuel
pump relay with a pair of relay-pullers. Remove the fuel cap, then start the engine and let it idle
until it stalls. Make four additional attempts to start the engine, to depressurize the fuel system.
Turn the ignition off. Remove the negative cable from the battery with a socket wrench and then
position the cable away from its post. The cable shouldn't be near any other metal or the
engine. Firmly place a wheel block in front of both front tires and then raise the van at the rear
with a hydraulic jack. Place a jack stand on both sides, under the frame rail near the rear tires,
to support the weight of the van. Slowly lower, the hydraulic jack until the van rest on both jack
stands, then remove the hydraulic jack. Place a block of wood on the jacking point of the
hydraulic jack and then raise the jack until it makes contact with the fuel tank. Loosen each of
the fuel tank strap's securing bolt six full turns with a socket wrench. Lower the hydraulic jack
slowly to allow the slack in the straps to be taken up by the weight of the fuel tank. Do not, what
ever you do, remove the hydraulic jack or let it drop below its support level of the fuel tank.
Locate the fuel filter; it will look like a mini octopus with only three legs--which are the fuel lines.
Remove the retaining bolt holding the fuel filter in place and then carefully pull it toward you.
The fuel lines on the filter itself don't come off now; you will have to disconnect the
quick-connect fittings attached to the fuel filter's fuel lines. Place a metal catch pan beneath the
fuel filter and gas tank. Remove each of the three fuel lines from the filter by squeezing in the
tabs on the quick-connect fitting while pulling the fuel line away from the fitting. Remove the
lines one at a time to allow each of them to drain any remaining fuel into the catch pan. The fuel
lines are three different sizes. This eliminates confusion when installing the new fuel filter. Once
you remove the filter, set it in the catch pan. Install the new fuel filter just as you removed the
old fuel filter. Push each of the filter's quick-connect fittings together until you hear a click.
Return the fuel filter into its mounting position and tighten its retaining bolt until snug, only.
Raise the fuel tank into its original position and then tighten each of the strap's bolts to 40
ft-lbs. Raise the van again to remove both jack stands then safely lower it back down. Remove
both wheel blocks from the front tires and then place the gas cap back on securely. Install the
fuel pump relay, then reconnect and secure the negative battery cable. Start the Voyager's
engine and then check the fuel filter mounting area for leaks. This only has to do with the fuel
system having low to no fuel pressure. Every time you attempt to start the engine, the fuel
pressure builds and once high enough the engine will start just fine. Categories : Repairs
Plymouth Voyager. Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in. Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last modified on 8 May , at Do you
have the same problem? Fuel lines are permanently attached to fuel filter. Release fuel pressure
from fuel system. Disconnect fuel lines at fuel pump module and fuel supply line using proper
procedure. Remove retaining bolt and fuel filter. To install, reverse removal procedure. Use
proper procedure for installing fuel lines. Turn ignition on and check for fuel leaks. Was this
answer helpful? It looks like it is on the tank. Please let me know if you need more information.
Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem
fixed. Thanks Image Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I am getting on in years and want
make repairs easier. Having to replace the one in tank is going to be cost prohibitive for me. The
labor is probably going to be quite high. Your external pump would have to draw through the in
tank unit and have an external regulator. Labor depends on the shop. It is not a hard one to
change but if you are in the rust belt it could be worse. Where is the fuel filter located? Do you.
Was this answer. Need to replace fuel filter. Thanks Image Click to enlarge. Is it possible to
install an electric external fuel pump? Not really as the in tank unit also has the fuel pressure
regulator built in. Where is the fuel filter located Was this answer. The fuel filter mounts to the
top of the fuel tank, pictured below.. I have a Plymouth Voyager and need to check the fuel filter.
Where is it? Hello, look under passenger side, about the middle, mounted in the fuel line Was
this answer. What's the symptom? Except for diesel engines, you will never solve a running
problem on a Chrysler product by replacing the fuel filter. They pass the largest amount of fuel
during coasting. They actually have to pass the lowest volume while accelerating. Caradiodoc
Was this answer. I can't find the fuel filter on my 92 plymouth grand voyager. Any suggestions?
Hi, my info was basic about the location. Under the vehicle, ahead of fuel tank. Sorry, I don't

have a picture of location. The filter picture is from napa. Please login or register to post a reply.
After Adding A Gallon Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Asked by Wiki User. The
fuel filter on a Plymouth Voyager is mounted above the onboard edge of the fuel tank. Check
out the related link for instructions on how to change the fuel filter in a Plymouth Voyager. It is
in the fuel tank. The filter is on the top inboard side of the fuel tank. The tank needs to be
lowered to access. The fuel filter for these are located on the frame rail near the fuel tank. It is
above the inboard side of the fuel tank. It is on the inboard side and just above the fuel tank.
The fuel filter is located on top of the fuel tank and the fuel system must be depressurized and
the fuel tank lowered to access the filter and the fuel lines. Good luck! The Fuel Filter on the
Voyager is under the Vehicle. Get it up on a ramp, and you will find it under the driver or
passenger side along the the door track. Good luck. It is in the fuel linne. Follow the line from
the engine to the tank. The fuel pressure regulator is part of the fuel pump on a Plymouth
Voyager. Should be under the vehicle along the frame - follow the fuel line from the tank. It is on
the passenger side "frame rail" about half way from the front to the back. Itis on the inbaord,
upper edge of the fuel tank. You will have to lower the fuel tank slightly to access. Bad news,
the filter is part of the fuel pressure regulator on the of the tank at the fuel pump module assy. It
ain't real easy or cheap. Check the fuel pump relay, fuel pump, and filter. Mid point of van, on
the inside of the passenger side "frame rail". It is on the inside of the passenger side "frame"
rail, about half way from the front to back. Ask Question. Plymouth car. See Answer. Top
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